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A unique assemblage of material gathered from dozens of sources written over the centuries, this

volume of thought-provoking essays shows how the body reveals the laws and principles operating

throughout the universe. Eighteen chapters are heavily illustrated with plates from rare and early

works on Rosicrucianism, the Hermetic sciences, the cabala, and more traditional texts on anatomy

and physiology. Comprehensive index.
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So much great information from the master. This book is a heavy concept but great reading. Puts

your body in perspective and makes a lot of sense.

Please ignore the 2star review of this work. It bears no relevance at all to the specialist subject

matter.MP Hall delivers a masterful summary of occult, esoteric and spiritual anatomy & embryology

for the discerning reader.A fantastic reference work for anyone looking at man as a microcosm of

the microcosm, the alchemical medieval view of man as mekanthrapos.A worthy companion to his

'secret teachings of all ages.'

This is an erudite work on the body and its various organs from the occultist's viewpoint.The author

being from an older generation, the book is immaculately well written.The esoteric material is

derived from the works of alchemists/occultists/cabalists etc.,including Parecelsus, Vesalius (the



father of modern anatomy)and Robert Fludd, from the Middle Ages or perhaps older as well as from

ancient Hindu texts. I found this material extremely dry and difficult to comprehend. (I ordered the

book from the library only because I was interested in the chapter on the pineal gland, but then was

tempted to read the whole book).You would need to be an expert on such ancient occult matters, or

keenly interested in the subject, to find the book at all readable.One interesting point that attracted

my attention, however, was that original man was reportedly androgynous and that the separation of

the sexes took place in "the secondary or further course of tribal history". This fits in with revelations

by Shirley Maclaine in her book "Camino" about a significant past life of hers in Atlantis.Also of

interest was the information that reptiles originally had a seeing eye at the back of their head

(according to the author this can be confirmed in any geological museum) - in humans this hole has

"boned over, and the eye has shrunk up into the so-called pineal gland".The book includes many

drawings and illustrations, but no photos.To sum up, this book can be described as an overly

erudite work on occultist views of the body, and as such will be of little interest to the average

reader. Those with a real interest in the subject, however, may find the book fascinating.

Manly P. Hall has a mind that pumps out information faster and more complex than most people can

comprehend.MAN is definitely a read for long, silent roadtrip. These classical images, drawings and

an interesting analysis of the human body require that you stop and attend to each concept in the

context of everything you have ever learned about human beings.I am at the early stages of reading

Manly P. Hall so I am generally blown away by his collection of self discovery texts.

I can't do justice to a review on this book. It is so detailed and complete. It is very educational, again

in every detail.This book is definitially not new age. It is about the future evolution of man and the

processes involved individually. It is each one of our final tests. The only way new world order can

be applied to it is by what will be the new world order when our next steps of evolution are

accomplished.

Very interesting

I am building a library and I thought this would be a great addition to my library
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